
 
 
Vectorworks Architect 2014 
 
We believe the art of design drives the entire creative process and, to that end, we are constantly 
striving to provide software solutions that enable designers to capture their ideas, develop them, 
and communicate them ... easily, accurately, and efficiently. Our tools will help you express your 
creative freedom while finding efficiencies to satisfy the growing demands on your time, your 
workflow, and your business. 

For 2014, you’ll find a host of improvements and new capabilities addressing the wide variety of 
design-oriented decisions and workflows. Whether it’s better collaboration, more powerful 3D 
modeling, better rendering tools, more 2D graphic control, or the flexibility to automate or 
customize production work, Vectorworks® 2014 software will help you balance it all, on your terms. 
 
Major Themes 
 
Better 3D Modeling 
More and more designers not only visualize in 3D, they model in 3D, too. Built on the industry’s 
best modeling kernel, Parasolid®, Vectorworks software offers combined NURBS and solid 
modeling and allows users to spend less time working on tedious details, such as verifying 
accuracy and completeness, and more time actually designing. We continue to add to our 3D 
modeling capabilities in this release with a series of improvements. From persistent rendered 3D 
navigation and fast walkthroughs, to new twist and taper modeling tools and new X-ray Select 
technology (patent-pending), we’re confident that if you model in 3D, you will love these latest 
capabilities. 
 
Better BIM 
Building Information Modeling (BIM) brings together design, analysis, collaboration, and 
documentation for the benefit of all parties involved in a building project. While other programs 
force creative constraints upon the design, Vectorworks Architect software allows you to find your 
balance—to stay true to your artistic visions while making it easy for everyone involved in the 
project to efficiently work together. Through our modeling improvements, we continue to give you 
the best in creative freedom, and with version 2014, we’ve placed an emphasis on giving you 
greatly improved functionality for model documentation, drawing annotation, and drawing 
coordination. 
 
Improved Efficiency 
With the 2014 version of Vectorworks software, we’ve introduced several feature enhancements 
that will greatly improve your efficiency by simplifying interfaces, exposing more options in context 
menus, providing improved dimensioning support for all objects, and delivering other requested 
improvements that add speed to your workflows. 
 
Greater File Interoperability 
One of the most significant factors in balancing your workflows is the demand for sharing and 
collaboration with clients, contractors, engineers, and other stakeholders. A great strength of 
Vectorworks software is its unmatched dedication to having high-quality import and export 



capabilities with a long list of file format interoperability. With version 2014, you’ll find new 
capabilities and improvements to help you balance the demand for collaboration and sharing, from 
a robust new Publish command to direct referencing support for AutoCAD® files. 
 
Superior Scripting 
Using a generalized CAD application to address the unique circumstances of your design process 
or express your signature vision can require some patience. Scripting has always given some of 
our customers a way to balance their budgeted time and expenses while realizing their visions. It 
has also given our Vectorworks Developer Network the chance to provide specialized tools for our 
most creative designers. Now, Vectorworks offers the Python 3 programming environment for 
scripting, with its libraries extending far into the operating system, the Internet, analysis, 
visualization, and much more. Look forward to new dynamic, connected design tools from our 
developer network and the ability to create in-house helper apps for your own needs. 
 
Robust Rendering 
In your business, you must often compete for work or present visualizations of your designs at 
various stages of the project lifecycle. A great advantage of the Vectorworks platform’s integrated 
rendering application, Renderworks®, is that you can quickly create high-quality visualizations out 
of the box without having to be an expert or requiring extra time. And, with version 2014, we have 
two great new additions that will take your visualizations to a whole new level of quality. 
 
Vectorworks Service Select 
We’ve continued to invest in many improvements to the benefits our subscribers receive as 
members of Vectorworks Service Select to meet the ever-growing need for learning materials, 
Vectorworks content, and mobile computing. With version 2014, you’ll notice a number of 
improvements, so log in to the Vectorworks Service Select portal today to begin taking advantage 
of these great benefits, or contact us to learn more about becoming a member. 
 
 
Top Features 

1. Fast Interactive Display  
3D model interactions in Vectorworks software were typically performed in “wireframe” 
mode before, so you could enjoy the speed of walkthroughs, panning, zooming, etc. 
However, this render mode wasn’t realistic enough for larger, and more complicated, 
models. With version 2014, navigation in all 3D views looks amazing with OpenGL, and 
you get real-world 3D feedback in all-solid rendered modes. The cache generated in 
OpenGL also improves navigation in other render modes. Plus, with our integrated 
rendering application, Renderworks, you will enjoy interactive light aiming and faster 
OpenGL shadows by default. Now you can enjoy the rendered look of your model without 
sacrificing performance and speed.  

2. Enhanced Walkthrough Tool  
Walkthroughs in OpenGL are smoother than ever; you can set the height of the viewer, 
and the tool modes are streamlined. 



3. X-Ray Select (patent pending)  
The new X-ray Select shortcut enables you to temporarily see through solid objects in the 
area around your cursor.  

4. Taper Face Tool 
With this new tool, you can taper the faces of 3D objects in a single step.  

5. Twist Tool  
Use this amazing new tool to twist entire solids, solid faces, or NURBS surfaces to a 
specified angle.  

6. IFC Enhancements  

Vectorworks offers BIM-based practitioners added interoperability through improvements 
to IFC-based workflows. This includes certification of the product to deliver high-quality 
architectural models and the ability to receive IFC models from structural and building 
services design partners with the highest fidelity.  
 
• More workflows are automatically supported with two new IFC model view options for 

use with building energy simulation and analysis from IES VE. 
• IFC data is now an integral part of Vectorworks' database worksheets, allowing users 

to search for, and report on, Vectorworks BIM objects with IFC data already assigned.  
• Vectorworks 2014 has enhanced support for IFC zones with a new command. 
• With ifcXML support, Vectorworks 2014 users are able to exchange BIM data with 

even more applications and workflows in the building industry. 

7. Publish Command  
A new Publish command gives you tremendous flexibility in customizing and saving 
drawing sets for when you need to issue them. With this new command, you can select 
specific views and sheets from files along with PDF, DXF/DWG, and DWF files, and save 
them as a named set for export or printing (Design Series required for batch printing and 
PDF export).  

8. Direct Referencing DXF/DWG or DWF Files  
You can now directly reference DWG/DXF or DWF files in your Vectorworks project, 
making collaboration and team workflows that much simpler. 

9. Auto Hybrid Hidden Line Options  
An auto hybrid object can create a hidden line representation of the object above or below 
the cut plane in plan view. New options have been added to the auto hybrid object to 
control the smoothing angle, intersection lines, and dash styles, resulting in better-drawn 
objects and overall improved performance. 

10. Create Section Viewport from the Clip Cube  
You now have the ability to immediately create either design layer or sheet layer section 
viewports directly from the interactive Clip Cube. You can not only create these viewports, 
but also edit them using the Clip Cube. This enhancement allows for a more hands-on, 
visual approach to creating specific sections from your model.  



11. Option to Flatten Design Layer Section Viewports  
This new option displays a flattened view of a section viewport on a design layer, similar to 
a section viewport on a sheet layer. This provides a snappable background for creating 
section drawings or details. 

12. Displacement Mapping  
Current Renderworks users have never before seen rendering quality like what they’ll get 
in version 2014. The new displacement mapping option gives you the ability to make even 
more realistic renderings with materials like grass, carpet, water, bricks, or stone.  

13. Vectorworks Scripting with Python 3  
This new feature is setting the foundation for future generations of innovative Python 
scripters. With Python scripting, developers can create document scripts, as well as 
external plug-in parametric objects, tools, and commands. 

14. Improved Keynote Legend Renumbering  
You now have control over the automatic renumbering of the keynote legends. New 
options keep placeholders in the legend when keynotes are deleted, preventing 
undesirable renumbering. The placeholders can easily be removed if needed. 
 

 
 


